A DIFFERENT
APPROACH
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KEIZER YACHTS / BRAND INTRODUCTION

Why compromise when you can have it all? Never before have

There is not a single yacht that comes even close to

you seen a yacht that offers such a look and feel, space and

the Keizer 42 with this mix of dimensions, inside space,

comfort at such a competitive price. Discover the Keizer 42.

practical convenience and price.

The Keizer 42 is the result of the dream of two passionate water

The Keizer 42 combines beauty, style, comfort, great

sports lovers. Thanks to our international experience in the

seakeeping and large interior spaces. Top quality and

yachting world, we are fully aware of what can be purchased,

great value for money. That’s why we dare to say that our

but also what can be improved in the various existing models. It

different approach made her beyond compromise.

was our dream to develop a yacht that not only looks fantastic,
but is also practical and affordable.

SIEP KEIZER & JOS BREHLER

That’s why we took a different approach and made our dream
come true: developing a great looking and practical runabout.
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KEIZER YACHTS / YACHT INTRODUCTION

We had a dream. We took a risk. We
developed a modern runabout from
scratch that is both good looking and
practical. With our bravery, we changed
the segment of open sports boats.
Dynamic, highly efficient and extremely
comfortable: the Keizer 42 has it all.
It combines the spaciousness of a
more traditional yacht with the sporty
presence of a classic runabout. Its
modern driveline is highly efficient and
has a large range.
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KEIZER YACHTS / EXTERIOR DESIGN

The Keizer 42 has an impressive look. A look that makes you fall in love from the very first
sight. Our design team at Vripack Naval Architects did a great job translating our ideas into a
new, beautiful runabout. Although she has a high-volume interior, we did not compromise on
the looks. She is bound to turn heads wherever she goes!
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DYNAMIC

FROM ANY
POINT OF VIEW
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KEIZER YACHTS / EXTERIOR DESIGN

MAKING MORE FUN A REALITY
Wherever you want to go, the Keizer 42 makes having more fun a
reality. Explore that desert island, cruise along breathtaking shores
and romp around on the open seas. Thanks to its impressive 400mile range*, the Keizer 42 is perfect for getting lost, just for the
fun of it. The multifunctional tender garage offers plenty of room
for all kinds of additional gadgets. And at the end of the day, the
high-tech on-board navigational systems will always lead you
back to port.
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* Depending on the selected engine type
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KEIZER YACHTS / EXTERIOR DESIGN

THE

ART OF

FOLDING

Beyond compromise means carefree relaxing
on board the Keizer 42. Enjoy the bright sun on
the large sunbeds and comfortable seats or
find a spot in the shade. And the Keizer 42’s fun
capacity doesn’t suffer one bit if suddenly begins
to rain: the easy-to-fold convertible top can
gently be stowed away above the windscreen.
The Keizer 42 will provide you and your guests
with a great and comfortable stay on board - in
all circumstances.

THE LARGEST OPEN COCKPIT
The Keizer 42 was designed with a large, open living space and the yacht has the largest open cockpit of
its market segment. The floor deck was created ergonomically and completely level. From the practical
outdoor kitchen equipped with an electrical stove to the fully outfitted cockpit with its navigation equipment
and instruments. The Keizer 42 is practical and sophisticated in every single aspect, up to the tiniest details.
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KEIZER YACHTS / INTERIOR DESIGN

NOT JUST A PRETTY FACE
It´s not only beauty, form
follows

function.

The

Keizer 42 is a sports boat
with great functionality.
We dare to say that she is
best in class. The interior
space for a runabout is
generally limited but not
in the Keizer 42.
The Keizer 42 incorporates a full interior allowing you to stay on board for days or even weeks, together with family and friends.
The interior, with a headroom of 1.90 m, offers room for four beds and a complete bathroom with toilet and separate shower
compartment. The Keizer 42 will provide you and your guests with a great and comfortable stay on board - in all circumstances.
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KEIZER YACHTS / INTERIOR DESIGN

WELLNESS ON THE WATER
If you go below deck, you will have the feeling of entering a hotel
suite. The master bedroom is fitted with two stylish sofas and
a king-size bed. The fully equipped “head” does not know what
“concessions” are. As is the case in the master bedroom, the
standing height here is also 1.90 m.
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KEIZER YACHTS / INTERIOR DESIGN

THE DETAILS
MAKE ALL THE

DIFFERENTS

In the Keizer 42, luxury means more than
space and a stunning design. The finest
high-quality materials make it a pleasure to
the eye. Discover the excellent finish of the
exterior and interior.
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KEIZER YACHTS / DRIVELINE

WHERE
MOTION IS

EMOTION

EXCEPTIONAL HANDLING &

FUEL CONSUMPTION
300 HP

smooth with no use of trim tabs needed and cornering at
from 8 knots to 13/14 knots is without the traditional
digging in at the stern. Because of this all round visibility
is excellent at all speeds.
The Keizer 42 offers you a soft riding hull with a

a modern driveline in the vessel’s stern. You have the choice of

performance to match. Easily doing anything between

threev Volvo Penta diesel options: the D4 (2x 300 HP), D6 (2 x 370
Keizer 42 can achieve a top speed of 40 knots (75 km/h).

stable and dry ride. Getting on to the plane is extremely
high speeds is a joy to experience. Increasing the speed

The Keizer 42 is inspired by the traditional runabout, but then with

HP) or D6 (2x 400 HP). Depending on the choice of engine, the

Because of the hull design the Keizer 42 offers a very

370 HP

Whatever engine you prefer, they all have one thing in common:

16 and 25 knots in choppy sea conditions still offering
comfort onboard or cruising flat out at 40 knots if
desired.
Compared to similar sized boats with similar engines

they are manufactured by the undisputed leader in marine

consumption can be up to 50 % less. Between 16 and 25

innovation: Volvo Penta. The engines are robust, immensely

knots the range is always a very impressive 400 miles

strong for minimal vibrations and have a long service life. And last

plus.…

but not least, they comply with the most stringent environmental
demands.
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400 HP
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KEIZER YACHTS / SAILING

DYNAMIC

SAILING

One of the characteristics of a true runabout is the hull
shape that makes high speed cruising a unique experience.
We invested heavily in the development of the hull. At Keizer,
we focused on great seakeeping in combination with safety
and comfort at both low and high cruising speeds. It´s up
to you how you use your Keizer 42; cruising comfortably
on lakes and channels or for making longer sea passages.
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KEIZER YACHTS / INDIVIDUAL

CREATE YOUR

MASTERPIECE

MAKE YOUR MARK
The way you enjoy life, the way you travel, the way you
designed your house… your life is unique in every aspect. So
why not express your personal style in your own Keizer 42.
At Keizer, we offer a wide range of styling possibilities for the
discerning customer: fine and soft leather from the world’s
best tanneries, unique and professional paint finishes, high
quality teak in both the cockpit and on deck, advanced
systems for navigation, audio and communication.
If you want to make your Keizer completely personal, you
can. For our Custom Editions, you will be able to work with
our design team and discuss your ideas.
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KEIZER YACHTS / SPECIFICATION

DECK LAYOUT

GENERAL ARRANGEMENT PLAN
PROFILE

ADJUSTABLE
BACKREST

ADJUSTABLE
BACKREST

HATCH TO
TECHNICAL COMP.

CABRIO STORAGE
IN WINDSCREEN

WINDOWS

ESCAPE
HATCH

0

1

2

1
2
3

3

4

GENEROUS BATHING PLATFORM
4 PERSON SUNBATHING AREA
COCKPITSALOON WITH SUMMER KITCHEN

5

4
5
6

2 DOUBLE HELMSMAN SEATS
OWNERS SUITE
CLEATS, ANCHOR STORAGE

INTERIOR LAYOUT

1

1
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2
3

2

WATERTOYS STORAGE
TECHNICAL COMPARTMENT
GUEST CABIN

3

4

4
5

OWNERS SUITE
BATHROOM
with oversized toilet and shower compartment - headroom 1.90 mtr
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Length over all:

13.42 m (hull length: 12.99 m)

Length waterline:

11.26 m

Beam:

3.99 m

Weight:

11.500 kg approx with full load

Exterior Design:

Naval Architects / Vripack

Interior Design:

Naval Architects / Vripack

Builder:

Bavaria Yachts GmbH

Class notation:

CE-B

Flag stage:

European Union

No of passengers:

12 persons max

Maximum speed:

40 knots (approx. depending on engine choice)

Cruising speed:

32 knots (approx. depending on engine choice)

Range:

400 miles (approx. depending on engince choice)

Fuel capacity:

1.200 liter

Water:

250 liter

Black water:

120 liter

Hull materials:

GRP vacuum injection

Structure materials:

GRP vacuum injection

Hull form:

Deep-V, deadrise 16.5 degrees

Engine:

Volvo Penta 2x V8-350-CE (2x 355 pk)

AT A

GLANCE

Volvo Penta 2x D4-300 EVC (2x 300 pk)
Volvo Penta 2x D6-400 EVC (2x 400 pk)
Driveline:

Stern drives
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KEIZER YACHTS / SHIPYARD

DUTCH DESIGN, GERMAN BUILD
We at Keizer Yachts took a different approach in building this new
sports yacht. By joining forces with two world-leading companies,
Vripack Architects for design & naval architecture and Bavaria Yachts
for their unrivalled ultra-modern production facilities, we have been
able to make our vision come true.
We are proud to build the Keizer 42 in Germany. At Bavaria Yachts, they
combine the boat building tradition with German engineering and the
ability to manufacture yachts precisely to the millimetre with the use of
modern industrial production facilities. Building our yacht in one of the
best shipyards in the world and by the best engineers and boat builders
is a great advantage for a new company. Together with Bavaria Yachts
we have a great and solid production platform for every future Keizer
owner. It gives us the peace of mind to focus on development, service,
after-sales and our dealer network, while you profit from the best
quality.
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Find your Keizer Yachts-dealer at
WWW.KEIZERYACHTS.COM

All data are subject to change without notice and given without warranty.

